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Motorcycle GTR: background

- June 2003: Informal group set up
- July 2003: 1st Informal group meeting
- Sept 2004: Preliminary report to GRRF
- April 2005: Questions from UK & NL
- June 2005: 4th Informal group meeting
- Sept 2005: # Inputs from Informal group, Administration lawyers and India
  # Presentation of the draft GTR text
  # Preamble by the Sponsor
Motorcycle GTR: 58/GRRF

- Examining GRRF comments about the 1st draft text proposal
- Informal group to answer substantive questions
- Agree steps for finalising the texts for AC3
  - Preamble + GTR
  - Technical Report
Future schedule

• After approval of the GTR text in principle by GRRF: completion of the official technical report and GTR texts for AC3 and presentation in 2006
• Circulation of final texts to GRRF
• [59/GRRF] to check the final texts
« The Group »